
ELECTRIC BC ROASTERS-HEAT ELEMENTS TEST & REPAIR

In the event your BC Electric Roaster shorts out and circuit breaker trips off Here are tests 
you can perform to determine where short is and how to fix. 

1. If circuit breaker trips off as soon as plugged into power with the roaster off most likely 
the short is in your burners or wiring to burners. If so go to point #2 (If breaker stays on 
when machine is plugged in but shorts when you turn on the power button then issue is 
likely not the burners but instead one of the motors on machine or a short in lamp and can 
be determined by skipping this section and going to the section call motor shorts) 
Also if breaker trips off even with all motors off and burners disconnected then issue 

could be with a defective circuit breaker

2. UNPLUG ROASTER FROM ALL POWER 
3. Remove housing from BC-3, 3.5 & 5 so you can easily 
get to parts. (See picture)  
3. Locate the white insulated wire that goes to the 
heat elements from circuit breaker. Cap or tape end of 
wire so bare wire does not touch you or metal on 
roaster. To remove wire loosen the screw above the 
connection and remove only the white wire. Make sure 
all other wires remain in breaker then retighten screw. 
 4. Once wire is out of breaker and secured you can turn 
breaker back on roaster & then plug power back on 
roaster. 
5. If breaker does not trip off when power is turned on 
then likely issue is a defective electric heat element. 
(See left picture below) 
6. At this point just to be sure you can turn on the 
power to each motor separately one by one. If power 
stays on when each motor (Chaff fan, Mixing motor, 
cooling fan motor & drum motor then you know issue is 
not with them.) Note: Drum motor can be turned on/off 
with button below drum speed control. Also you can 
turn lamp at cooling tray on/off to test it

IF ISSUE APPEARS TO BE 
WITH HEAT ELEMENTS: 

7. TURN OFF ROASTER & 
UNPLUG: While 
unplugged put the white 
insulated wire back into 
the circuit breaker as 
seen in original picture 
above. 
8. Now while still 
unplugged remove the 2 
main power wires going to 
the heat elements as see 
in picture on left. Then 
tape each with 
electrical tape to 
prevent them from 
shorting (remember their 
order as seen marked 1 & 
2 in picture) 

STOP! ALWAYS UNPLUG & REMOVE 
POWER FROM ROASTER WHEN 

MOVING WIRES

STOP! ALWAYS UNPLUG & REMOVE 
POWER FROM ROASTER WHEN 

MOVING WIRES
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9. By removing these wires we can check 
and be sure issue is with the heat 
elements. Once these wires are removed 
and taped you can plug roaster back in 
and if breaker does not trip off then our 
next step will be to find which heat 
element is shorted and defective.

10.Starting with the first element on left remove one wire at a time from an 
element and then REATTACH THE 2 WHITE INSULATED WIRES  back to the first 
element and then plug in the roaster to see if it trips breaker. If it does you now 
know that the first of the 5 heat tubes (heat elements) is not bad. NOTE: Each 
heat tube or element has two connections but you only need to remove power 
from one of the connections to test each element. 
8. Continue following this procedure one at a time until you find the defective 
heat element. Once you determine which element is defective you will need to 
remove it and replace it.

BOTH POWER WIRES 
REMOVED AND TAPED

STOP! ALWAYS UNPLUG & REMOVE POWER 
FROM ROASTER WHEN MOVING WIRES

ONCE YOU FIND DEFECTIVE ELEMENT: 
You will need to remove both nuts and 
washers from it and then using a wrench 
you will need to unscrew them and 
remove old heat tube and replace with a 
new heat tube. 
(If roaster is 3-4 years old you may 
decide to replace all elements at a time 
to avoid extra labor when next heat 
element goes bad)
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REPLACING HEAT TUBES: 
If your electric roaster is over 2 
years old we recommend you stock a 
set of heat tubes to avoid down time 
with your roaster. Both the BC-3.5 
& 5 use 5 heat tubes (BC-3.5 use 
750-800W tubes and the BC-5 use 
1000W heat tube) 

You can order these and all other 
parts at: 
PARTS@BUCKEYECOFFEE.COM

MOTOR SHORTS: 
IF YOU FIND ISSUE IS NOT WITH THE 

BURNERS: 

If after performing the above test 
you find issue is not with burners 
please see the information below to 
help you determine what is tripping 
off breaker: 

Heat stopped working: (entire Roaster power went off) 
Check to see if the roasters internal circuit breaker 
went off: 

CHECK CIRCUIT BREAKER: 
If you have not done so already first unplug machine to 
avoid shock: 
Have you attempted to turn the circuit breaker in machine 
back on? If it flips off you can press the blue button if it 
has popped out on top of switch and turn circuit breaker 
back on this resetting it. 

BUILDING CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIPS OFF: 
If circuit breaker in building shut off: Please turn building 
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IF THERE IS A SHORT IN ONE OF THE COMPONENTS: 
If issue is the circuit breaker on machine keeps tripping off but power in building stays on then 
we need to find cause for breaker to trip off. 

1. Look closely at breaker and wiring to see if it appears any wires could be loose  or actual 
breaker could be going bad. 

If breaker will stay on when all buttons are off on control panel you can check each motor 
separately. 

check each motor separately: 

Make sure all buttons on control panel are off. Then power on circuit breaker. If it stays on 
take each motor one at a time turning on then off to see which may 
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ELECTRIC MODELS ONLY: 
If your electric roaster powers on and all components work but the heat 

elements do not heat up then check these components: 

A. When you turn on the heat (burner or bake button) button on control panel does it light up?

IF YOU HAVE TESTED ALL THE ABOVE AND NEED HELP PLEASE EMAIL: TECH@BUCKEYECOFFEE.COM: 
PROVIDE FULL DETAILS AND RESULT OF TESTS IN EMAIL ALONG WITH ROASTER TYPE, SIZE & ACCOUNT 

NUMBER

mailto:TECH@BUCKEYECOFFEE.COM

